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Survey Results

• 28 participants:
• 19 from US
• 2 from Russia
• 2 from UK
• 1 from Canada
• 1 from Germany
• 1 from Singapore
• 1 from Mexico
• 1 from United Arab Emirates

• Languages of instruction:
• English (26)
• Russian (2)
• Spanish (1)



Russian / Soviet art in the classroom

• 53.6 % of respondents teach a version of the Russian/Soviet 
art survey regularly (at least every 3-5 years)

• Of those who teach another art history survey (89.3% of 
respondents), 73.3% include Russian or Soviet art

• 28.6% of respondents teach other, non-art history courses 
that include discussions of Russian or Soviet art



Themes, topics covered in non-Russian/Soviet surveys

• Byzantine art survey: Rus and Byzantium, principality of Kiev, Novgorod school, 18c-early 
20c icons

• Icons, Briullov’s Pompeii in the context of Romanticism; a couple of Peredvizhniki
paintings in the context of Realism; Malevich in the context of avant-garde abstraction

• Itinerants, Critical Realism, World of Art, Ballets Russes, Russian & Soviet avant-gardes, 
Futurism, Suprematism, Constructivism, Socialist Realism, Moscow & Odessa 
Conceptualisms, official & unofficial art, contemporary art of resistance

• Architecture survey: Constructivism and Socialist Realism

• photography/photomontage; documentary film

• representation of labor; international expositions; advertising and mass culture; women 
artists; institutions and academies

• women artists; race, Orientalism, empire, gender, class



Named artists covered in non-Russian/Soviet surveys

• Bakst
• Osip and Lily Brik
• Briullov (2)
• Chagall (2)
• Deineka
• Sonia Delaunay
• Gabo
• Gan
• Goncharova (4)
• Arshile Gorky
• Kandinsky (7)
• Klucis

• Lissitzky (3)
• Malevich (9)
• Popova (4)
• Rodchenko (6)
• Roerich
• Rozanova
• Andrei Rublev
• Samakhvalov
• Stepanova (3)
• Tatlin (5)
• Vereshchagin



Themes, topics covered in non-art history courses that discuss Russian and 
Soviet art

• women in art, men in art, Russian historical events in art, landscapes, modernism, 
romanticism, realism, Holodomor, socialist realism, etc.

• neoclassical architecture, 19th-c Realism, Mir iskusstva, avant-garde, landscape painting, 
and images of Russian imperial borderlands, esp. Vereshchagin

• literature and art; Silver Age, early 20th century, Symbolism, etc.

• aesthetic modernism, avant-garde tactics, collaborative and interdisciplinary works e.g. 
Futurist plays and operas, Zaum poetry, etc.

• Russian avant-garde board games and contemporary video games

• early avant-garde, socialist realism, unofficial art including conceptualism

• Official monumental art 1950s-1980s, Soviet cinema and its intersections with other 
aspects of visual culture





Other issues related to power and identity addressed in relation to 
Russian and Soviet art

• Totalitarianism / Autocracy + architectural expression

• Post-Soviet space & identity

• Linguistic identity

• Power relations are a central topic especially when discussing 
underground/marginal vs official art





Other aspects of artistic identity addressed

• Positionality of Russian/Soviet artists with respect 
to Europe, Asia, and Americas

• Anti-Semitism





Responding to calls to decolonize Russian and Soviet art history 

• Frustrated by mono-national, mono-ethnic, male-dominated and Russo-centric 
approaches to culture

• How can anyone teach Lissitzky or Chagall without discussing anti-Semitism?

• Separate seminars covering
• Orientalism in late Imperial Russia (ballets russes; but also discussions of neo-

primitivism); 
• Soviet orientalism that discusses Soviet nationalities policy and development of 

national and realist art in the Soviet Republics (adopting socialist realism); 
• Visual culture of 'World Revolution", anti-racism campaign/comintern aesthetics; 
• Soviet engagement with and support for national liberation movements across the 

"Third World", e.g. seminar on Red Africa; 
• Post-Soviet identity and contemporary art in Central Asia. 

• Expanded bibliography to address calls for decolonization.





Difficulties of teaching Russian and Soviet survey in general

• No survey textbook, literature suitable for undergraduates not 
abundant. 

• Wish there were more source material available in English, particularly 
open access books and articles.

• Students come from surveys of Western art that did not include Russia. 

• Russia typically left out of “global” art histories that emphasize Europe 
and it non-contiguous colonial others.

• I wish I knew more about art representing underrepresented ethnic and 
cultural groups in the former USSR, specifically about unofficial art.



Resistance to calls to decolonize

• I am trying to stay with the art and exclude political correct 
directions. It doesn't mean that I don't teach women artists, 
Jewish artists, or gay artists - just to give examples. I do, but 
the primary purpose of my courses is the diversity of 
Russian/Soviet art and inclusion of ALL kinds of artists who 
had an impact for a particular location/period/method, etc.

• Am so sick of fake diversity efforts, especially ones with a clear 
neglect of anti-Semitism.

• It is impossible to blindly apply contemporary US/European 
stereotypes to a different culture.



Resources

• Special issue of Art History on Decolonizing Art History, eds. Catherine 
Grant,Dorothy Price: https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/1467-
8365.12490

• Slavic Review Critical Forum on Race and Bias, eds. Joy Gleason Carew 
and Christina Kiaer (vol. 80, Summer 2021). 

• ARTMargins Special Issue on Art and Race in Contemporary Central and 
Eastern Europe: http://artmargins.org/

• Crowdsourced Russian Art Survey Literature Bibliography:
https://bit.ly/russian-art

• NYU Jordan Center YouTube Channel: 
https://www.youtube.com/c/NYUJordanCenter/videos


